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39
educational
institutions

Trusted by hundreds  
of professionals
Present in the packaging industry with 

29,000 CAD systems, 

3,000 workflow systems, 

25,000 prepress editors 

3,500 flexo plate imagers, and

8,000 cutting tables.

Used by renowned converters.

Investing in  
the future
In 2018, Esko made available 

over $8 million  
in packaging tools to students enrolled in  
packaging coursework at 39 educational  
institutions around the world.

14 
of the 25 top Global
Pharma companies

29
of the 100 top Fast 
Moving Consumer 
Goods companies

Our customers all over the world make the best packaging for billions of consumers 
every day. Nine out of ten packages for global brands are produced using Esko tools.

Strength in numbers

3,500
imagers in use

Over 

8,000 
tables in  

operation

After-sales support at your fingertips
Focus on what matters the most to you: production uptime. To that purpose, our dedicated 
regional service teams and over 50 certified partners deliver premium global service 24/7. 

Reach out to us on info.eur@esko.com

Value beyond features
Win with smart tools
Together we define the optimal approach to 
automate your business through integrated 
software and hardware solutions tailored to 
your needs.

Serving packaging  
professionals
You face challenges in packaging manufacturing 
on a daily basis. Professionals throughout the 
entire packaging value chain, from brand owners 
to trade shops to printers and converters, rely 
on Esko solutions.

Endorsed by  
industry leaders
Esko is part of Danaher, a Fortune 200 
company and a science & technology 
innovator. Esko and its sister companies 
PANTONE®, X-Rite and AVT share knowledge 
and technology in the packaging workflow.

Single site or enterprise
Choose whether to automate a single site or roll  
out on group level. Esko software is available as 
a perpetual license, a subscription, or as SaaS. From design to print 

Simplify your label production 
with smart automation tools
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Optimize for digital print
Print jobs cost-effectively on an HP Indigo 
digital press using the optimal ink set, 
while meeting brand color expectations.
Reduce ink cost and increase press 
performance with Color Preflight

Prepare artwork
Catch prepress errors and edit in native 
PDF with in-editor automated tools for 
trapping, sheet layout, quality control, text 
recognition and more.
Prevent costly reruns with ArtPro+

Process variable data
Create a Variable Data Printing master 
file, define placeholders and connect to a 
database with variable data. Inspect each 
variant before label printing.
Meet customer requirements with 
Dynamic Variable Data Printing tools

Add registration marks
Automatically create print control strip, 
registration and cut marks.
Save valuable operator time with 
Dynamic Marks

Postpone press choice
Decide only the very last minute on which 
printing process to use: conventional or 
digital.
Maintain flexibility in a mixed printing 
environment with Automation Engine

RIP the job
Apply screening and compensation curves 
fit for any print process.
Get high quality every time with 
Imaging Engine

Automate plate  
production
Combine imaging and exposure in one 
single operation. Automatically transfer 
plates from the digital imager to the 
exposure device.
Automate flexo plate making with  
the CDI Crystal XPS and Plate Handler

Cut flexo plates
Make plate cutting and mounting a lot 
easier and more accurate.
Reduce plate wastage with a Digital 
Flexo Suite and a Kongsberg digital 
cutting table

Start jobs right
Collect job specifications for all team 
members in a web portal. See real-time job 
status and automatically trigger workflows.
Deliver packaging projects 25% faster 
with WebCenter

Integrate with MIS
Reuse data available in MIS or ERP to create 
estimates and job cards automatically.
Reduce risk of errors from data 
duplication with Automation Engine

Detect errors
Inspect incoming jobs using a customized 
profile and easily fix all listed problems.
Preflight jobs fast with DeskPack

Get approvals
Automatically route hyper-realistic 
renderings to all stakeholders in an 
interactive 3D viewer. Create and populate 
visually stunning virtual 3D stores in 
minutes. Quickly gather annotations and 
update fast.
Spend less time chasing approvals with 
Share and Approve

Increase press uptime
Limit press changeovers to merely changing 
plates. Shorten job turnarounds with more 
combo and gang runs. Reduce ink inventory, 
and print brand colors accurately by matching 
up to 90% of the PANTONE® colors.
Maximize production capacity by 50% 
with Equinox expanded gamut printing 
technology

Create print layout
Automatically generate production layouts 
of one or multiple labels based on ordered 
quantities.
Create once, use many times  
with Plato

Generate perfect screens
Whatever the operator skill level, use a 
wizard-style interface to create screens 
and dot gain curves that match any 
application. 
Make outstanding plates with Print 
Control Wizard screening software

Image flexo plates
Obtain best-in-class flexo print results 
with the widest tonal range and compete 
with offset and gravure quality.
Achieve superb flexo print results with 
the CDI Crystal flexo plate imager

Produce impeccable 
plates
Expose any flexo plate simultaneously 
front and back with UV LEDs for the most 
consistent plate quality.
Keep full control over dot shape and 
floor height with the XPS Crystal 
exposure unit

Automate every step
Automate prepress tasks, speed 
up the production process, reduce 
errors and the need for operator 
intervention.


